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Cambodians in New Zealand 

We are Khmer Kiwis and we are proud to be citizens of 

this peaceful nation, New Zealand. But why are we here in 

the first place? Why did our parents end up in New 

Zealand?    

In the 1970s, 41 Cambodian students came to New Zealand 

on Colombo Plan and Ford Foundation scholarships. They 

were made citizens of this country because of the tragic 

events in Cambodia.  Following their arrival, more of us 

came to NZ in the 80s and early 90s as refugees. NZ took in 

about 4,661 Cambodian refugees between 1979 and 1992, 

and they came here for many reasons: fear of the Khmer 

Rouge regaining power, the fear of war, starvation and 

revenge, the loss of faith in their own country, persecution 

etc. 

So our parents were forced to leave the country of their 

birth.  They left for a world of peace and freedom where 

their children could have a future.  Since then even more 
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have arrived through family reunion, or marriage to a New Zealand citizen.  And of course 

many of us were born here - the next generation of Cambodian New Zealanders.   

The Khmer Kiwi Times team would like to share with you some of the things we have been 

doing , some  of stories we have heard. We would like to hear your story too, as we look to 

celebrate the mix of the two cultures we represent as Khmer Kiwis.   

In the next issue , we will find out why our community formed into many different groups or 

association and what benefit does it has for our people. 

English Language is the Key 

For the Khmer Kiwis who were born here or went 

to school here, speaking English is just a natural 

thing and is often easier than speaking Khmer.  But 

for some of their parents or grandparents who 

only know a little of the language things can be 

much harder.  Working, going shopping, making 

friends with local people, and communicating with 

grandchildren can be difficult if you are not 

confident at speaking English.  As I know a bit 

about how difficult living in a different country 

with a different language and culture can be, I 

hope that by holding English classes for adults I 

can help to make things just a little bit easier. 

My name’s Stuart and I’m a kiwi who lived and 

worked in Cambodia for more than 3 years from 

2004 to 2007.  Since I came back to New Zealand 

I’ve met many Cambodians living here – some 

who speak English like me and some with only limited English.  I’ve been helping teach at the 

Cambodian Association in Papatoetoe for more than a year and have also started teaching on 

Tuesday nights with the Auckland Cambodian Youth and Recreation Trust.  We have a good 

little group of students – not everyone can come every week and sometimes it can be difficult 

with students at different levels, but everyone helps each other and I hope everyone enjoys the 

class and finds it useful.  I enjoy it anyway, and I just want to encourage everyone who wants 

to improve their English to practice it every day because that is the best way to learn. 

For Tuesday Evening  ESOL Class  Contact ph 278-1941 at the Youth Office or 

other Cambodian Associations for any available classes. 

Stuart Pidgeon helping Khmer with English Learning at the Khmer Youth Trust office, but 

not long ago he was in Cambodia working with the Mine Action Planning Unit (MAPU) in 

Preah Vihear.  

De-mining in Cambodian by Stuart Pidgeon -While New Zealand has been free of war for 

many years, Cambodia is famous for the tragedy of the Pol Pot era and the fighting that 

continued for many more years after the Khmer Rouge regime was removed, killing many more 
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thousands of people.  But even after conflict with the Khmer Rouge finally ended in the 1990s, 

many more Cambodians continued to be injured or killed every year by an enemy that 

remained.  What was this enemy?  The answer is: 

landmines and Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) 

which means weapons that have not yet 

exploded).  These were landmines laid by the 

Khmer Rouge, the Cambodian Government, and 

by Vietnamese soldiers, and bombs that had been 

dropped by the USA in the years when Lon Nol 

was prime minister and before the Khmer Rouge 

came to power. 

Even in the early years of this century around 800 

people were still being killed or injured by these weapons every year.  Most of the victims were 

poor people living in the countryside who were trying to settle on empty land, or children who 

found the unexploded bombs and played with them like toys.  Today it is common to see 

people with missing limbs begging in major centres like Phnom Penh, Battambang and Siem 

Reap – a sight that we in New Zealand are fortunate not to experience very often.  

However, a number of de-mining agencies, 

mostly funded by international donors and 

using equipment such as mine detectors, 

machinery and teams of dogs, have been 

working in Cambodia for more than 10 years 

and recently the number of accidents has 

finally started to fall.  In the earlier years there 

were cases of corruption with land cleared of 

mines being claimed by powerful government 

officials or the military, and this is why the 

Cambodian government established groups of 

government staff in the five most affected provinces to plan which areas should be cleared first 

and who the land should go to.  These provinces were Battambang, Pailin, Banteay Meanchey, 

Otdar Meanchey and Preah Vihear and I spent three years working with the Mine Action 

Planning Unit (MAPU) in Preah Vihear.  While it will take many years for Cambodia to be 

completely free of mines and UXO, it is hoped that the number of accidents will continue to 

decrease and these government groups will be able to focus on other issues. 

Khmer Rouge Leaders Face Justice 

S-21 Prison in  

Phnom Penh 
Formally High 

School, Now 

Genocide 

Museum 
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After more than 30 years, Khmer Rouge leaders are finally being put on trial. The former 

Khmer Rouge prison chief of the notorious S-21 (Tuel Sleng), Kaing Guek Eav, also known as 

"Duch", has been placed on trial by the Cambodian Government. Having sent 17,000 

Cambodians to their deaths, he faces numerous charges including committing crimes against 

humanity, war crimes, torture and homicide. Finding justice is expected to be a long and slow 

process as other important KR leaders are still awaiting trial. It is these men who led the Khmer 

Rouge to victory, entering Phnom Penh on the 17th of April, 

1975 after a vicious war with the former American backed 

government.   They evacuated the cities forcing 

thousands into the countryside. People faced lives of 

hard work hard on very little food. Everyone was 

required to wear black garments for equality and 

everything belonged to the Angka (the fearsome Khmer 

Rouge high body)- including the life of the 

individual. 

The Angka aimed to “cleanse” society of elements it 

considered to be bad for the Khmer nation such as educated 

and wealthy people, old government officials and 

business people. While some were rehabilitated, most 

were eliminated or “crashed” in order to create a 

new “pure” society. 

Their reign of terror came to an end when Vietnamese soldiers drove them into the jungle in 

1979. However the Khmer Rouge, led by Pol Pot, continued to survive as an insurgent 

movement until 1997. 

The Khmer Rouge movement eventually fragmented, defecting gradually to the government 

side.  Pol Pot was arrested by his own men and sentenced to house arrest for killing one of his 

closest advisers, and former Defense Minister, Son Sen. Not long after, in 1998, Pol Pot died - 

reportedly from heart failure in his bed. He 

escaped justice on earth, but perhaps not so in 

the afterlife.  

Approximately 2 million Cambodians died 

between 1975 to 1979 from starvation, 

overwork and execution. The photos above 

show victims, young and old before being 

executed. 

To find out about the Khmer Rouge Tribunal - 

www.eccc.gov.kh and  www.krtrial.info                                 Graves  at Toul Sleng  S-21 

 

As Cambodian Kiwis  how do we feel about the Khmer Rouge  Trial?  Is it healing for us? 

Do we believe that justice will prevail?  Does it affect our lives even though we live here? 

Please send your comments to email:  nzkhmertrust@hotmail.com  
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A Documentary Film from New  Zealand, in the making for TV3, is being selected to 

be shown at Hotdocs Film Festival in Toronto Canada. 

The documentary Brother Number One will follow transatlantic rowing champion Rob Hamill, 

whose older brother Kerry was a victim of S-21, as he travels to 

Cambodia to seek truth and justice. On his trip there, 

Rob will attempt to find out what actually happened 

to Kerry. He will travel alongside Cambodian 

translators who are also survivors, and together 

they will also explore the devastating impact of 

the Khmer Rouge regime on the Cambodian 

people. Rob’s journey will culminate in a 

confrontation in court with a Khmer leader, 

Comrade Duch,        Crew at Piha,NZ 

The film is directed by world renowned award-winning filmmaker Annie Goldson (Punitive 

Damage, Georgie Girl, An Island Calling). 

In the Photo: The core  crew with the Cambodian community in Auckland at the Khmer Youth  

Office. Producer/Director: Annie Goldson a.goldson@auckland.ac.nz,                                              

Producer: James Bellamy james@panpacificfilms.co.nz 

......................... 

 
The Cambodian radio show “Khmer Voice/Samleng Khmer” was first broadcast on 25th 

October 1997. The radio show has been serving the Cambodian community by providing news, 
information, and discussions around relevant Cambodian topics.  

Air Time: Tuesday 2:10pm and Thursday 11:35am on 104.6FM, Planet FM 
& Online www.planetaudio.org.nz 
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Ship for World Youth 
By Soriya Em  

Ship for World Youth (SWY) is a youth 

exchange programme hosted by the 

Japanese government to foster international 

cooperation and promote friendship and 

mutual understanding between the youth 

of Japan and other countries of the world. 

New Zealand representatives are selected 

by the Ministry of Youth Affairs, together 

with the SWYNZ executive. 

In 2008, I was lucky enough to be selected for New Zealand. Our 7 week program took us from 

Japan to Singapore, Oman and India, meeting government officials and the Crown Prince of 

Japan. We each chose a topic to study during the programme (I chose environment). SWY gave 

me an amazing opportunity to learn about environmental issues in other countries, as well as to 

share information on New Zealand’s environment.  

We also attended the United Nations University, to 

listened to lectures and participate in discussions 

about the United Nations Millennium Development 

Goals. The trip was not only an educational 

experience but also an opportunity to start life long 

friendships, and learn about different cultures. As a 

Cambodian Kiwi, I felt privileged to represent 

multicultural New Zealand, and would highly 

recommend this programme to other Cambodian 

Youth.  For more information about applying for the programme visit www.swynz.org.nz.  

Why should we care about the environment? 
Cambodia is a country of nearly 15 million people, 

living on a land area smaller than that of New 

Zealand (population: 4 million). If you can imagine 

the population of NZ spread out, we could fit 15 

people in each square kilometre, but if you are in 

Cambodia, you would have to squeeze 82 people 

into that same space! That equals a lot more people, 

using up precious environmental resources such as 

land for food, clean water and air. If Cambodia 

continues into the future without consideration for 

the environment, this could result in further 

pollution, poverty, malnutrition and severe health implications. As well as the direct impact on 

the lives of Cambodians, the environment plays a significant role in economic development 

through tourism and export of food products.  

 

We live 9000km away in “clean green” NZ, why should we, as Cambodian New Zealanders 

care? We should all care about our environment regardless of where we live. In particular, 

Cambodia is where our families are from. In order to preserve the livelihoods of our families 

back in Cambodia and retain the culture and beauty of Cambodia’s natural environment we 
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need to change the way we think and act. We do not want to visit Cambodia to see even more 

polluted rivers, rubbish on the streets, sick children and smoggy air! Do your bit, by changing 

what you do when you are visiting: put you rubbish in the bin, avoid using too many plastic 

bags and packaging, reduce your use of cars – next time use a bicycle rickshaw (cyclo), don’t 

waste precious clean water and talk to your families and friends about the importance of 

keeping Cambodia clean!  

We now call NZ home, so be a good kiwi role model and show others how to be “clean and 

green”. 

Kamarak Team on one training day in  Papatoetoe proudly standing to represent Khmer Soccer in 

Auckland. (Photo taken in 2009) 

Kamarak Soccer Team: 
The Kamarak Team was formed in 1998. Since then they have participated in Sunday League 

soccer, in Cup games and social games.  The team trains every Saturday from 3pm to 6pm.  

Currently they are in the 4th Division in the Auckland Sunday Soccer League. The Results so far:  

05/04/2009  Blazer 1 vs  Kamarak  1   Waikaraka Park 3 

19/04/2009  Kamarak 1 vs Bohemian Celtic 1 Jellicoe Park 1 

26/04/2009  Kamarak 9 vs Western Blues 2 Jellicoe Park 1 

3/05/2009  Beta FC 2 vs  Kamarak 2 Waikaraka Park 3 

24/05/2009  Los Halcones Locos 3 vs  Kamarak 3 Walker Park 5 

For updated results and Fixture go to website  

http://nzkhmertrust.tripod.com/soccerteam.html 
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Living far away from our country is always hard and can make us feel homesick. 

Having settled here in New Zealand, we need 

something that links us back to our home country. So 

one must be thankful to those people who bring the 

familiarity of Cambodian culture, language and 

tradition to the community here through activities 

such as the radio shows on Tuesdays, Thursdays and 

Saturdays, as well as a number of festivals at the 

various Khmer temples.   

A particular highlight recently was the evening of May 

23rd 2009 when the Khmer night belonged to a party 

organised by the Cambodian Community of New 

Zealand that brought two popular singers - Mr Chan 

Samei and Ms It Sreypin - from our homeland to 

perform in front of more than 500 people.  It was great 

to see young and old coming together to share the 

evening and to support the community. 

Events at Khmer Buddhist Temples 

Wat Khemaraphirataram 

- Rice Offering (Rorb Bart ceremony ) on the morning 

of June 6th.  Many monks from various temples 

attended.  

- Blessing ceremony for the Crew of “Brother Number 

One” documentary held on the same morning 

- Annual Congress of Khmer Buddhist Council, NZ 

held on the same afternoon. 

 -On the evening of June 6th and all day June 7th -

  Flower festival with participation by Khmer People in 

NZ  and from Australia (Sydney, Queensland, 

Adelaide and many more) at 455 Porchester Road, 

Takanini, Auckland.  For information contact 09 267-

5685 

 Wat Oudom Samagom Khmer  

- Bun Chhoul Vorsa (Entering rainy season) on July 8th. 

For info contact: the temple 09 277 6351 

 Wat Sovann Muni Sakor Khmer Krom  

- Bun Chhoul Vorsa (Entering rainy season) on July 

8th.  For info contact: the temple 09 276 5752 
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From Happiness to Horror and Back Again! 

The Story of a Cambodian Cycle Ride. 

By Adam P Kirby This time last year I was 
just starting to raise money for an awesome 500 
km cycle trip across Cambodia to raise money 
for clean drinking water for the district of Koh 
Andaet in south-western Cambodia. This was the 
World Vision Cambodia Cycle Challenge. Last 
November I completed the 544 km ride and now 
I want to share something of this marvellous 
journey with you.   
 Nearly 40 New Zealand cyclists ranging 
in age from 20 to 74 did the challenge, led by 
three experienced Cambodian cyclists, Smey, 
Sokum and Neth, plus Andy, from Australia.  

It was also something of an insight tour, to 
experience the country, its people and its tragic 
modern history. We therefore began in the 
region of Siem Reap – the centre of the great 
medieval Khmer empire with its ornately 
decorated temples. The jungle eventually took 

over these grand structures and as we walked 
and cycled around the ruins we saw that trees 
have grown through and around the great stones. 
Yet such is the strength of these towering 
temples that Hindu gods still stare boldly out 
upon the world. Still, elegant goddesses dance 
along the walls. It was good to begin by seeing 
the ancient heritage of the country.  
 Sometimes we rode on tarmac roads, 
while at other times we bounced over rough red 
dirt, dust clinging to our legs. Our bottoms 
became sore, but our spirits were excited as 
group after group of children shouted 
“Hello…Bye Bye” and slapped our palms as we 
rode through their villages. 
 On the third day we stopped at a village 
primary school, with upwards of 400 children: 
half in the morning and the others after lunch. 
The teachers receive US$40 a month and 
cultivate their farms when they are not teaching.  

 Day 4 saw our arrival in the sprawling 
capital city of Phnom Penh.  New apartment 
blocks stretch back from suburban roadsides and 
building sites dot the urban landscape. Here is a 
country truly rebuilding itself, here too you 
cannot fail to meet several of the many landmine 
victims so common in Cambodia: one of the 
most mined countries in the world. Here is the 
gloriously ornate royal palace of the King of 
Cambodia, outside of which mothers and 
children beg or sell postcards, books or water to 
the tourists. I stopped to buy some water from a 
young girl, who then made sure I found my 
friends who had gone on ahead – what kindness 
in the midst of poverty!  
 Here too, you can stand “in the shadow of 

the heart of darkness” as you visit the genocide 
museum housed in the infamous Toul Sleng 
torture prison known as S21, run by the Khmer 
Rouge from 1976 – ’79. As you stand within its 
walls you can sense the horrendous despair 
which must have gripped its inmates, tortured by 
a paranoid regime into confessing treasonous 
crimes they had never thought to commit.  

 The following day we were taken to 
Choeng Ek, known today as the “killing fields” 
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where thousands of Toul Sleng victims finally 
had their skulls smashed in. It reminded us that 
we were there to help a new generation to 
rebuild the future.   
 From there we set off on the 80 km to 
Takeo, a further 85 km to Kampot and the final 
116 km to Sihanoukville on the coast. Our 
Cambodian hosts were tremendous, fruit at every 
stop, fried rice or noodles for lunch and delicious 
Cambodian food for dinner every night. At each 
stop I tried to communicate with the local people 
in my few words of Khmer which gave me a real 
sense of connecting with the country we were 
travelling through.  
 There is a lot of poverty and clearly 
many challenges lie ahead. Yet I felt very happy 
and relaxed with the people. It was truly 
marvellous to be there and I look forward to 
strengthening my ties with Cambodia and its 
people in the future. 

 

 

 

If You want happiness for a lifetime, help the next generation 

(Chinese Proverb) 

Health 

Imagine: “five thousand New Zealanders die 

each year due to smoking – the equivalent of 

losing a town the size of Alexander”.  This is 

based on scientific evidence and is one of 

five facts put forward by New Zealand’s 

new anti-smoking campaign – “Face the 

Facts”, which is currently circulating 

throughout New Zealand using television 

advertisements, radio, web and outdoor 

advertising.  It aims to improve New 

Zealand’s awareness of tobacco use and its 

health consequences, challenging New 

Zealanders to “Face the Facts”.  It hopes to 

improve New Zealand’s health profile by 

reducing smoking related deaths, diseases 

and cancer. 

Literature has constantly shown that people 

have limited knowledge concerning the 

dangers of smoking.  Some smokers are 

convinced that they are unlikely to develop 

smoking related diseases. This is 

Face the facts – The New Anti-Smoking 

Campaign 
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problematic because according to the New 

Zealand Ministry of Health (MOH), 

smoking can cause harm and damage to 

practically every organ and system in the 

body!  It can reduce your quality of life and 

longevity – “smoking can rob your loved 

ones of 15 years of your life”.  Thus, it is 

important that smokers and their families 

and friends come to grips with the truth of 

smoking and its effects, and take action to 

address smoking.   

So, when you do see the advertisements, 

know that they facts are real and true.  

Spread the word and help people 

understand the risks of smoking! 

 

Need immigration help? 
What we do—and do best—are definitely a big sigh of relief for you. NZIHS believes 

that you 

should be in your top form when you enter New Zealand and not some worn�out 

newbie, so 

stressed�out with all the hassles and headaches of a convoluted migration process. 

Entering NZ 

should not be a right�of�passage! It should be your well�deserved reward for 
qualifying as a migrant. 

You’re in the hands of a Professional 
Relying on the expertise and experience of those who 

have 

come before you is a priceless wisdom you should 

never 

learn the hard way. 

NZ Immigration Help Service Ltd is founded by people 

who 

have taken each of the same steps you will make as 

you 

get yourself established in New Zealand being 

migrants 

themselves, and has perfected its ability to 

understand, 

interpret and apply the intricacies of the immigration 

policy. 

The company will save you the mistakes that our 

principals’ made as applicants (or our clients’) and 

impart 

with you the lessons that have been learnt out of the 

countless times we have journeyed through the same 

procedures. 

You have long been entrusting in the hands of 

professionals many important tasks you would neither 

do 

yourself nor request as a favor from a friend or relative. 

Your health treatment, you entrust with your doctor; 

your 

litigations, you entrust with your lawyer. This 

life�changing 

decision of migrating to New Zealand, you should 

entrust 

only with a Professional 

Immigration Adviser that knows 

the nitty�gritty of the whole 

immigration process and who 

would patiently explain the process to you. 

NZIHS will evaluate your rightful chance of application 

by 

giving you an honest assessment of your case, 

presenting 

the options available to you, and assisting you in each 

step. 

Our previous clients will attest that professional 

assistance 

is simply just the economic & guessing�free way of 

moving�in closer to your goal of settling in New 

Zealand. 

Ideally, your Adviser should be able to provide a 

costeffective, 

less time�consuming and ideally the stress�free 

way of going about your migration. 

Whether you are the applicant who is too busy with 

your 

current pre�migration life or the petitioner who is 

hundreds of miles away to see through it all, NZIHS is 

definitely committed to ultimately making you or your 

loved ones the latest batch of immigrants to New 

Zealand. 

So, contact us through our Free�phone 0800 NZ1 HELP; 

Landline 09 8364935; email nzihelpservice@xtra.co.nz; 

mobile 021 28NZIHS and find out how we can help. 
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Read on in 

Khmer........ 

ភសអង់េគលសគឺជគនលឹះភសអង់េគលសគឺជគនលឹះភសអង់េគលសគឺជគនលឹះភសអង់េគលសគឺជគនលឹះ    

សរមប់ជនជតិ NZ េដមកំេណ តែខមរ ែដលេកតេនទីេនះ ឬេទសលេនទីេនះ ករនិយយភស 
អង់េគលសគឺជេរឿងធមមត េហយេពលខលះមនភពងយរសលួជងករនិយយភសែខមរេទេទៀត។ 
បុ៉ែនត សរមប់ឪពុកមត យ និងជីដូនជីតរបស់ពួកេគ ែដលេចះភសអង់េគលសែតបនតិចបនតចវញ អវីៗគឺ ួ ិ
ជករលំបកសរមប់ពួកេគ។ កររបកបករងរ ករេទផសរ កររប់អនមិតតភ័រកត និងកររប 
រស័យទក់ទងជមួយនឹងេចៗរបស់ពួកេគ អចមនករលំបក របសិនណេបពួកេគមិនសូវេចះ 
ភសអង់េគលសេនះ។ េដយេហតុថ ខញំធល ប់បនឆលងកត់នូវភពលំបកកនងករែដលរស់េនកនង ុ ុ ុ
របេទសេគ េហយមិនេចះភស និងមិនយល់ពីវបបធម៌េគេនះ ខញំសងឃឹមថ ករែដលបេងកតឲយមននូវ ុ
ថន ក់សិកសភសអង់េគលសសរមប់មនុសសេពញវយ អចនឹងជួយឲយអវីៗរបេសរេឡងបន។ ័  

េឈម ះរបស់ខញំុ គឺ Stuart។ ខញំជជនជតិុ  Kiwi ែដលធល ប់រស់េន និងរបកបករងរេនកនងរបេទស ុ
កមពជអស់រយៈេពលជង ុ ៣ឆន ំ ពីឆន ំ ២០០៤ ដល់ ២០០៧។ តំងពីខញំរតឡប់មករបេទស ុ NZ វញ ិ
ខញំបនជួបជមួយនឹងរបជជនកមពុ ុជែដលរស់េនទីេនះជេរចន 
ែដលអនកខលះនិយយភសអង់េគលសបន ដូចខញំែដរ និងអនកខលះេទៀតមិនសូវជេចះបុ៉នម នេឡយ។ ុ
ខញំធល ប់បនជួយបេរងៀនេនសមគមកមពជេន ុ ុ Papatoetoe អស់រយៈេពលជងមួយឆន ំ 
េហយបនចប់េផតមបេរងៀនជេរៀងរល់យប់ៃថងអងគ រ េនឯ Cambodian Youth and Recreation 
Trust។េយងមនសិសសមួយរកុមតូចដ៍លអែដលពួកមួយចំនួនមិនអចមកសិកសបនជេរៀងរល់អទិតយ
េនះេទ។ ជួនេពលខលះ េយងមនករលំបកែដរ េរពះសិសសទំងេនះមនកំរតិចំេនះដឹងមិនេសមរគន  
បុែនតពួកេគទំងអស់េនះេចះជួយគន ណស់។ខញំុសងឃឹមថ 
ពួកេគទំងអស់ចូលចិតតករសិកសរបស់ពួកេគ េហយនឹងយល់ថករសិកសេនះគឺមនសរ  
សំខន់សរមប់ពួកេគ។ ខញំចូលចិតតថន ក់េនះណស់ េហយខញំក៍ចង់េធវករេលកទឹកចិតតដល់អនកទំង ុ ុ
អស់ែដលមនបំណងសិកសភសេនះ ឲយេធវករអនុវតតជេរៀងរល់ៃថង ែដលរបករេនះគឺជវធីែដល ិ
លអបំផុតសរមប់ករេរៀនភសអង់េគលសេនះ។  
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សរមប់ករសិកសៃថងអងគ រេពលលង ច ESOL សូមេធវករទក់ទងតមទូរសពទេលខ 278 1941 េទ 
ករយិល័យយុវជន ឬ សមគមកមពជេផសងេទៀត េនកនងទីរកុង ុ ុ Auckland។ 

 
 
 
 

Problem Gambling Foundation  mUl íTVí bBa ðaE l ,g suÍ sg  én R brTs jeU sSeL n 

Asian Gambling Problem Services R ksYg b MerIE µ pñkG asu IénbB aðaE l,g suÍ sg  
eyÍg ral ;Ka§) a nd wg ehÍyfa E l,g suÍ sg va Gacca t;Tuk fa Ca E l, gk Msan< b:uE n <v aG acnaMe Gay 

eGa yFøa k;m h n<ra y) an . Cajwk jab ; eyWg ral ;KÞaB Mu) and wg fa ka reR KaHf ñak ;énE l, gsuÍ sge naHFøa k;e lÍx øÜn ey Íg 
R KYsa reyÍg  e h Íynwg sh Kmn’ ey Íge naHeT.  

E l, gsuÍsg  v aE p¥md Mb Ug  eh Íyv aGa ceTACaCUrct;enAeB l eR k ay) a n. 
E l ,g suAÍsg Gacna MeGa ymnus Smña k;² k øayeTACaH 

ecHPUtPr-k uh k ;eK 
lYcbnø MeK 

k UnecAm ank arQ Wcab ; 
eQ øa HR bE k k b<ÍR bB næ 

ePøcR KY sa r bgb ¥Ún jatím ítþ 
CMBa k ;eKk¾k an ;E teR CAe TA ² 

v a GacnaMe Gay) at;bg;k arg ar  p© HsE m ,g  b ¤Gs; sg Çwm x øÜnÉ g . 
mUl d §anE pñk bB aða E l, gsuÍsg énR beTs jUh SaeLn 

bMe rÍka rg arE pñk Gasu Í ed a y\ tKíttéR m Gñk víC¢a C ÍvH ehÍy R ksYg ek Sarsm¶a t; 
TUrs ½BVe lx  08 00 862  342   ( 0800 862  3 42 ) 

E x SeTUs½B V p© a l; 09  369 069 5 ( 09 ) 369 069 5 
ebÍK £a nka req øÍytbeB l Gñk TUs½ B § sUmbn© úk enA sar. 

 

    

របព័នធពនធអកររបស់របព័នធពនធអកររបស់របព័នធពនធអកររបស់របព័នធពនធអកររបស់    NZ NZ NZ NZ នឹងរតូវបនេលកយកមកសកិសេដយរកមុករងរនឹងរតូវបនេលកយកមកសកិសេដយរកមុករងរនឹងរតូវបនេលកយកមកសកិសេដយរកមុករងរនឹងរតូវបនេលកយកមកសកិសេដយរកមុករងរ    ែដលទទួលបនទកជួយដល់ែដលទទួលបនទកជួយដល់ែដលទទួលបនទកជួយដល់ែដលទទួលបនទកជួយដល់ុុ ុុ     
រដឋ ភិបលកនងករបេងកតេគលនេយយបយរដឋ ភិបលកនងករបេងកតេគលនេយយបយរដឋ ភិបលកនងករបេងកតេគលនេយយបយរដឋ ភិបលកនងករបេងកតេគលនេយយបយុុុុ     

រកុមករងរសតីពីរបព័នធពនធអករែដលរួមមនអនកជំនញែផនកសិកសធិករនិងសមជិកៃនែផនក ហិរញញវតថ។ុ   

រកុមករងរេនះដឹកនំេដយ Bob Buckle ែដលជរពឹតតបុរសៃនមហវទិយល័យរគប់រគង និង 
ពណិជជកមមរបស់សកលវទយល័យិ  Victoria។  
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សរសចរយ Buckle មនរបសសន៏ថ រកមុរបស់េលក នឹងេធវកររតួតពិនិតយ ែដលមនលកខណៈ ទូលំទូលយមួយ 
េទេលរបព័នធពនធអករ ែដលរួមបញជលទំងពនធអករផទ ល់ខលនូ ួ  និងពនធអករ សជីវកមម និង GST។  

ចំនូលរបស់ចំនូលរបស់ចំនូលរបស់ចំនូលរបស់ T T T Telecomelecomelecomelecom បនធល ក់ចុះរតឹមបនធល ក់ចុះរតឹមបនធល ក់ចុះរតឹមបនធល ក់ចុះរតឹម    ៤០៤០៤០៤០%%%% េនកនងែខទីុ  ៩ រហូតដល់ែខមិន េដយេហតុថ 
វបនរបឈមនឹងកររបកួតរបែជងកន់ែតខល ំងេទៗ និងឱកសៃនករចំេនញកន់ែតតូច 

រកុមហុ៊នេនះរករបក់ចំនូលបនចំនួន ៣២២ លនដុលល  េនកនងកំឡងេពលេនះុ ុ  េបេរបៀបេធៀបេទ នឹងចំនួន ៥៣៧ 
លនដុលល  េនកនងេពលដែដលកលពីឆន ំមុន។ុ   

រកុមហុ៊នេនះបនរបប់ឲយដឹងថ ករថមថយៃនេសដឋកិចចបនបំផល ញនូវរបក់ចំនួន ៣០ លនដុលល  ពី 
បនទករបក់ចំនូលរបស់ខលនេនកនងអំឡងេពលេនះ។ុ ួ ុ ុ   

បុ៉ែនត រកុមហុ៊ន Telecom េនះ េនែតរពឹំងថ ខលននឹងបេងកននូវរបក់ចំនូលរបស់ខលនបនួ ួ ពី ៤៦០ លន ដុលល  េទ ៥០០ 
លនដុលល  េនកនងកំឡងេពលេពញមួយឆន ំ។ុ ុ  រកមុហុ៊នេនះ នឹងេធវករផតល់នូវរបក់ ចំេណញចំនួន ៦% 
េទដល់មច ស់ភគហុ៊ននីមួយៗ េបេរបៀបេធៀបេទនឹងឆន ំកនលងេទ ែដលរបក់ ចំេណញមនចំនួន៧%។ 

រកុមហុ៊ន Telecom បនេដះរសយរួចេហយនូវជេមល ះផលវចបប់ជមួូ យនឹងគូរបែជងរបស់ខលនួ  Vidafone 
ទក់ទឹននឹងេសវទូរសពទចល័ត កលពីៃថងរពហសបតី។  

រកុមហុ៊នេនះបនបែនថមថ ខលនបនបត់បង់នូវអតិថិជនចំនួនួ  ១១០០០ នក់ េនកនងរតីមសទីបីុ  េហយ បនរពឹំងថ 
កររបកួតរបែជង នឹងមនសភពកន់ែតតនតឹង េនេពលែដលខលនួ  នឹងេធវករចប់េផតម ដំេណ រករេសវទូរសពទចល័ត XT 
េនចុងែខឧសភខងមុខេនះ។  

ករគំរទចំេពះគណបកសជតិករគំរទចំេពះគណបកសជតិករគំរទចំេពះគណបកសជតិករគំរទចំេពះគណបកសជតិ National Party  National Party  National Party  National Party បនេកនេឡងបនេកនេឡងបនេកនេឡងបនេកនេឡង    តមរយៈលទធផលៃនករសទង់មតិចុងតមរយៈលទធផលៃនករសទង់មតិចុងតមរយៈលទធផលៃនករសទង់មតិចុងតមរយៈលទធផលៃនករសទង់មតិចុង    េរកយមួយរបស់េរកយមួយរបស់េរកយមួយរបស់េរកយមួយរបស់ Roy  Roy  Roy  Roy 
Morgan Morgan Morgan Morgan បុ៉ែនតមនករធល ក់ចុះសរមប់ជៃដគូគំរទរបស់រដឋ ភិបលបុ៉ែនតមនករធល ក់ចុះសរមប់ជៃដគូគំរទរបស់រដឋ ភិបលបុ៉ែនតមនករធល ក់ចុះសរមប់ជៃដគូគំរទរបស់រដឋ ភិបលបុ៉ែនតមនករធល ក់ចុះសរមប់ជៃដគូគំរទរបស់រដឋ ភិបល    

តមលទធផលៃនករសទង់មតិបងហ ញឲយេឃញថ គណបកសជតិ National Party បនេកនេកនេឡង ចំនួនរបំពិនទដល់ុ  ៥៥% 
េដយគិតទំងករគំរទែដលបនមកពីេសទែតរគប់ភគីទំងអស់។  

ករគំរទសរមប់គណបកស Maori បនធល ក់ចុះចំនួន ១.៥ ពិនទុ េធៀបេទនឹង ២% េហយ ករគំរទ សរមប់គណបកស ACT 
បនធល ក់ចុះរហូតដល់ ០.៥ េធៀបេទនឹងករមិត ២%េនះ។  

ករគំរទសរមប់គណបកសពលកមម Labor Party មនករធល ក់ចុះពីរពិនទុ ពីចំនុច ៣០.៥% េហយ គណបកស Green Party 
ក៍បនធល ក់ចុះចំនួន ១.៥% េធៀបេទនឹង ៧% ែដរ។  

គណបកស Progressive Party របស់េលក Jim Anderton គឺជគណបកសែតមួយគត់េរកពី គណបកស National Party 
ែដលចំនួនៃនករគំរទមនករេកនេឡងពី ០ េទ ០.៥%។  

ករសទង់មតិេនះរតូវបនេធវេឡងចំេពះរបជជនចំនួន ៨៩៤ នក់ េហយមនគមល តកំហុស បូកឬដក ៣.២%។  

េតអនកេពញចិតតនឹងគុណភពជីវតរបស់អនកឬេទេតអនកេពញចិតតនឹងគុណភពជីវតរបស់អនកឬេទេតអនកេពញចិតតនឹងគុណភពជីវតរបស់អនកឬេទេតអនកេពញចិតតនឹងគុណភពជីវតរបស់អនកឬេទិិ ិិ ????    

របជជន NZ មនករេពញចិតតនឹងជីវតរស់េនរបស់ពួកេគ េទះបីជពួកេគមិនសូវទទួលបននូវរបក់ ិ
ចំណូលេរចនក៍េដយ។ េនះេបតមតួេលខែដលបនេចញផសយេដយ OECD។  
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អងគករសរមប់ករអភិវឌឍ និងសហរបតិបតតិករេសដឋកិចច (OECD) បនបងហ ញថ របជជន NZ សថិតេនលំដប់ទី ៦ 
កនងចំេណមលំដប់ទំងអស់ុ ៣០សតីពីករេពញចិតតនឹងជីវតរស់េនរបស់ពួកេគ ិ
បុ៉ែនតពួកេគសថិតេនលំដប់ទីបីេនេរកមេគទក់ទឹននឹងរបក់ចំនូលជមធយមសរមប់មនុសសមន ក់។  

របយករណ៍េនះក៍បនបងហញថ របជជន NZ ចំណយេពលេវលតិចតួចជងេគេដមបីេមល ទូរទសសន៍ 
េបេរបៀបេធៀបេទនឹងរបជជនេនកនងបណត របេទសឧសសហកមមេផសងៗេទៀត។ ុ  

 

បណត ញទូរសពទចល័តទីបីរបស់បណត ញទូរសពទចល័តទីបីរបស់បណត ញទូរសពទចល័តទីបីរបស់បណត ញទូរសពទចល័តទីបីរបស់ NZ  NZ  NZ  NZ រតវូបនេបកឲយដំេណ រកររតវូបនេបកឲយដំេណ រកររតវូបនេបកឲយដំេណ រកររតវូបនេបកឲយដំេណ រករ    

រកុមហុ៊នទូរសពទចល័តទីបីរបស់របេទស NZ រតូវបនផតល់េឈម ះ និងៃថងចប់េផតមដំេណ រករ បុ៉ែនត 
សរមប់អនកែដលចង់ដឹងព័ត៌មនពិសត របែនថមេទៀត រតូវបនេគឲយរង់ចំ។  

រកុមហុ៊នេនះរតូវបនេគឲយេឈម ះថ 2degrees េហយគឺជសខែដលសរគមនគមន៍ NZ បន 
បងហ ញេនកនងករេបកសនិនសិទធសរព័ត៌មនេនកនងទីុ ុ រកុង Auckland កលពីេពលថមីៗេនះ។ 
េដយមននូវតំបន់ទទួលេសវចំនួនជង ៣០០ ែដលរតូវបនដំេឡង និងទឹករបក់ចំនួន ២៥០ លន 
ដុលល រតូវបនចំណយ រកុមហ៊ុេនះបនឲយដឹងថ ខលននឹងចប់េផតមដំេណ រករចប់ពីែខ សីហ ខងមុខ េនះ។ ួ  

របព័នធ 3G នឹងរតូវបនដក់ឲយេរបរបស់មុនេគ េនកនុងរកុង Auckland Wellington និង Christchurch។ បុ៉ែនត 
កិចចរពមេរពៀងេបកចំហរេសវអនតរជតិជមួយនឹង Vodafone មនន័យថ អតិថិជន 2degrees នឹងអចទូរសពទ 
ឬទទួលទូរសពទ រគប់ទីកែនលងទំងអស់េនកនងរបេទស។ុ    

េលខកបល 022 នឹងរតូវបនដក់ឲយអតិថិជនេរបរបស់។  

ករចប់េផតមេនកនងេពលថមីៗេនះុ  រតូវបនេធវេឡង ២ៃថងមុនេពលែដលរកុមហុ៊ន Telecom ដ៍ធំមួយ 
បនចប់េផតមនូវទីផសរសរមប់ របព័នធ3G “XT” ថមីមួយរបស់ខលន។ ួ Vodafone កំពុងែតបនតពរងីក នូវរបព័នធ 3G របស់ខលន។ ួ  

នយករបតិបតតិរកុមហុ៊នេនះ Mike Reynolds មនរបសសន៍ថ ទីផសភគេរចនេនេលពិភពេលក 
មននូវរបព័នធទូរសពទចល័តដូចេនះយ៉ងតិច ៣ េហយគម នរបេទសណមួយែដល “ទទួលបននូវករ 
បនទ បតៃមលេនកនងទីផសររបព័នធទូសពទចល័តដូចេនះេឡយ។ ុ  
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